it’s all good
What do you look for in a meeting venue? Riverfront beauty? Got it. A perfect ﬁt? Check.
Fun, world-class attractions? Oui, sí, yes. NKY has everything you need to turn “ho-hum”
into “holy cow!” And it all comes with loads of convenience, top-shelf service and a double
dose of “heck yeah”!
So explore some of our amazing venues: the hassle-free Northern Kentucky Convention
Center, the beautiful BB&T Arena, and your choice of awesome full-service hotels.
Ready to learn more?

Northern Kentucky
Convention Center
You can’t beat the convenience of our
Convention Center’s riverfront location —
welcoming up to 3,000 guests. And no matter
how many hotels you plan to use, you'll receive
just one contract covering all your hotels, for
a truly seamless process.

BB&T Arena
The state-of-the-art BB&T Arena is the
perfect spot for meetings, conventions,
tournaments and competitions, with nearly
10,000 seats. The multipurpose arena on
the campus of Northern Kentucky University
boasts numerous facilities and ample
on-site parking.

98.4%

of planners
really, really
like us.

Best Choice of Accommodations
Whether you're looking for a full-service
convention hotel, quaint bed & breakfast or
something in between, NKY has a wide variety
of accommodations to suit your needs.
We offer more than 65 national brand hotels —
many of which are award-winning — with more
than 7,000 rooms. Our hotels provide a range
of rates to meet any budget and are supported
by a wide array of world-class restaurants,
attractions and fun events.

CVG rated best
regional airport
in North America.

98%

of planners
can't wait to
come back.

We get it, the meeting has to be seamless, but we’re guessing you wouldn’t mind a nice side of
amazing topped with hassle-free planning. Gotcha. Whether your group is bright lights, big city or
small-town warmth and hospitality, NKY has the connections, accommodations and attractions to
make your next gathering generate share-worthy selﬁes and wow-worthy results. See for yourself —
start at meetNKY.com — or ask us anything: hello@meetNKY.com

